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Profile: BMW HP4 Race
Limited production, unlimited power

The BMW HP4 Race represents the culmination of BMW’s high-performance sports bike knowledge. It
is a track-only version of the S1000RR HP4, with only 750 units planned for production, and it does
not meet the regulations of any race series. In other words, this is a bike for the pure enthusiast who
wants to go to the track and enjoy the thrill of lapping faster than anyone there.

Handmade engine

The BMW HP4 Race is fitted with a
999 cubic centimeter racing engine
rated at 215 horsepower and 88
lb-ft of torque. It was built by hand
in Berlin and revs up to 14,500 rpm
thanks to new intake and exhaust
camshafts, connecting rods,
crankshaft and variable-length
intake funnels. What’s more, a new
close-ratio transmission helps the
four-cylinder, four-stroke inline
engine make peak torque at 10,000
rpm, which is 500 rpm lower than
on the standard S1000RR. To
ensure maximum performance,
BMW specialists perform its first
service right after its first recorded
run on the test stand. They
endoscope the engine, adjust the
control times and valve clearance
and top it off with an oil change, ensuring the HP4 Race is ready to achieve its maximum potential the
moment you take delivery.

Carbon fiber frame

The main frame, rear frame and seat support are all made of carbon fiber, helping the BMW HP4
Race shed a significant amount of weight over the already light S1000RR. Even the wheels are
carbon fiber, and the metal bearing mounts and bolting points in the main frame are directly integrated
into the carbon manufacturing process. That comprehensive approach to weight-saving pays off: The
BMW HP4 Race boasts a curb weight of only 322 pounds, delivering a better power-to-weight ratio
than even modern Formula One cars.

User ready

The BMW HP4 Race’s suspension is the same you would find on superbikes and some MotoGP
competition bikes: an Öhlins FGR 300 fork at the front and an Öhlins TTX 36 GP shock on a long
swinger made purely of aluminum at the rear. This, in addition to the steering head angle and offset,
swing arm height and various other settings, are all adjustable. Every HP4 Race bike comes with extra
sprockets and chains of varying sizes and lengths, and even the dashboard can be made to show a
Mechanics mode that displays all relevant information.



A track-only, non-homologated bike like the BMW HP4 Race serves only one purpose: to give sports
bike addicts without a racing license something with which to truly have fun. It’s also an excellent
platform for BMW to show off its performance chops and to test new features like carbon fiber
application and the latest electronically controlled suspension. In other words, even if you can’t afford
the HP4 Race — or can’t get your name on the limited list of 750 — you may still benefit from what it
has to offer through future BMW Motorrad products.
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Profile: BMW F 800 GT
Conquer the highway with the 2018 BMW F 800 GT

Redesigned for 2018, the BMW F 800 GT offers both a sporty ride and long-haul grand touring
capabilities, making it an excellent motorcycle for winding mountain roads and long highways alike.

F 800 power

The appeal of the 2018 F 800 GT
starts with its powerful 798-cc
two-cylinder in-line engine. This
liquid-cooled four-stroke
powerplant generates 90
horsepower and 63 lb-ft of torque,
giving it a maximum payload of 454
pounds with standard equipment.
The permitted total weight reaches
up to 926 pounds.

When fueled by premium unleaded
gasoline, the F 800 GT delivers
fuel economy numbers of 55 mpg
(WMTC) and can reach speeds of
over 125 mph.

New for 2018

The first large update for the 2018
model year is the addition of a new
ride-by-wire throttle system, which offers improved response and peak power with a smooth riding
experience. BMW has also added both Rain and Road ride modes, allowing the rider to adapt the F
800 GT’s performance to match the environment.

Finally, BMW Motorrad gave the 2018 F 800 GT’s Safety Package a new option of Ride Modes Pro
with Dynamic mode and replaced the colors of Monolith Metallic Matte/Sapphire Black Metallic and
Montego Blue Metallic with Black Storm Metallic and Gravity Blue Metallic Matte.

More optional equipment

BMW Motorrad offers a number of optional features available for the F 800 GT. For Grand Touring
bike riders, the F 800 GT can be equipped with black hardshell touring cases made of splash-proof
plastic. These cases increase storage space to 83 liters of volume.

Like all BMW motorcycles, the F 800 GT comes with standard ABS brakes and long-road comfort
options like a wide range of seat heights and vibration-isolated handlebars to reduce discomfort on the
road.  Returning for its second model year since its redesign (as there was no 2017 F 800 GT), the
2018 BMW F 800 GT is an ideal grand tourer from one of the most respected names in motorcycles.
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BMW Offers HP4 RACE Bike for Test Drive at
Superbike School Tour
Rejoice, speed lovers: BMW is offering the HP4 RACE for test
drives at the California Superbike School

Fans of BMW and racing bikes are sure to have heard of the BMW HP4 RACE. This limited-run
superbike is the first motorcycle ever built with a fully carbon frame and fully carbon wheels, giving it a
dry weight of just 322 pounds. 

BMW Motorrad is now offering test
drives of the high-powered racing
machine to riders at the California
Superbike School Tour, held with
the assistance of Keith Code’s
California Superbike School.

School credentials

The California Superbike School
offers what the name implies and
for almost 40 years has conducted
classes in 33 countries and 118
tracks on riding motorcycles,
influencing more than 150,000
trained street riders and racers.
The Superbike School works by
offering one- or two-day classes
using a student’s own bike or a
rented BMW S 1000 RR, with the intention of offering the most comprehensive professional schooling
for motorcycle enthusiasts.

Almost 60 of those trained riders have won World and National Championships.

More on the HP4

The HP4 RACE is a paragon of racing bike excellence. It stands at about 100 pounds lighter than the
S 1000 RR, and while both bikes sport in-line four-cylinder four-stroke engines, the HP4 RACE offers
a stronger engine earning 215 horsepower and 88 lb-ft of torque.

California Superbike School founder Keith Code said of the HP4 RACE, “We did not know what to
expect when we took it out for a ride, but it’s basically the best track bike we have ever ridden. The
HP4R scores a nine or above in every category as well as being easy to ride.” He later added that
“BMW built the best bike possible from the bottom up. It’s not a rehashed streetbike, but rather a
purpose-built track machine that’s fun to ride even if you’re not the fastest rider at your track days.”

For fans, now is the best time to give this high-powered track machine a try while learning how to best
handle motorcycles with that level of power.
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BMW Motorrad Earns 2018 JEC Innovation Award
BMW Motorrad honored for development of carbon fiber rear
swinging arm

BMW Motorrad has repeatedly proven its commitment to ongoing technological advancement over the
years. It recently earned a 2018 JEC Innovation Award for a revolutionary rear swinging arm made of
carbon fiber for the BMW HP4 RACE bike. The JEC Group recognized the MAI Hiras + Handle
project for developing the lightweight part that complements the efficient design of the BMW Motorrad
bike.  

Since 1996, the JEC Group has
overseen a large portion of the
development and production of
composite materials, and it
recognizes achievements in the
field with its annual awards. This
year, the results were announced
at JEC World headquarters in
Paris Nord Villepinte, where the
organization conferred honors in 10
categories. BMW Motorrad earned
the 2018 JEC Innovation Award in
the Leisure and Sports category.

The MAI Hiras + Handle project —
which consists of AUTOMATION
W+R GmbH, BMW AG and other
leading innovators — aims to test
the limits of carbon fiber composite
systems and their dependence on fiber length. In addition to developing simulation methods and
upgrading automation for the cost-effective volume-production of carbon fiber reinforced plastic, or
CFRP, parts, the MAI Hiras + Handle project created insights that could allow for better CFRP use in
larger car development.

According to project manager Elmar Jäger, the rear swinging arm was important because it allowed
the team to test the durability of CFRP parts under continuous, visible stress. The result was a part
with a “cost-efficient design that can be scaled according to requirements by inserting endless fibers
with varying levels of strength in the same tool.”

In laymen’s terms, BMW representative Joachim Starke explained, “In addition to achieving weight
benefits and cutting costs significantly, we also managed to develop a technology that allows precise
configuration of component properties by using a variety of composite and metal inserts.”

Thus, the JEC Innovation Award recognized the breakthrough in manipulating the maximum strength
of composite materials using cost-efficient means — a breakthrough that will have far-reaching
impacts well beyond the BMW Motorrad lineup.
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